MAINTENANCE CLEANING
Cocomosaic panels are easy to maintain.
Clean regularly with a mop or by vacuum cleaner.
When necessary to wash, washing should be performed with damp cloth, or using a neutral
detergent diluted with water.

STORAGE
cocomosaic panels are easy to store.
The products should be stored in a horizontal position, stacked to a maximum of ten boxes.
Must be stored in dry environments, airy and preferably on pallet.

Questions & Answer
1. Where can we use your innovative products?
Cocomosaic, Woodenbark mosaic and Envi Mosaic – all have multiple uses, both,
commercial and residential. The usage is only limited by one’s imagination. In fact, we
are also discovering new usages every day.
While these were primarily made for wall and ceiling panels. Our research team is
working to make them sturdy for flooring (can be used now for low traffic). Additionally,
one can use them for furniture, inlays, table mats, table tops, headboards, chair seats,
chair back rest etc.
Kindly visit our website www.cocomosaic.com > Gallery for the usages and real life
examples.
2. Can we use the tiles as kitchen backsplash or bathroom walls?
As long as it is located on walls or ceilings, water don’t get stuck there. So it is
applicable. Only for some applications in moist areas, you may want to add extra water
proof laquer on your own to provide extra guard against water.
3. What is the protection to be taken from water?
A spilling is really no problem. Just wipe it after that. Yes soaking is not
appropriate.
If you install on damped wall, this wall must be applied with water proof layer first. This
can be purchased from Home / building store. If you use it for BackSplash area
(kitchen), it is alright because water will not go into it, but only drop. We have already
some water based laquer on it. On some instances, customers may add extra laquer
although it is not necessary.
4. Can we use it for outdoors?
These are mainly for indoor applications. However, they can also be used
outdoors in verandah/patio applications where there is no direct rain. Sunlight will
have normal impact on colour.

